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ABSTRACT: In this study, we selected the video with the highest views of the Dingtalk official account on the 

Bilibili, obtained comment texts through crawlers, and established a comment text database including 57257 

comments after data processing such as word segmentation. Use the LDA topic model based on the text 
database to analyze, conduct topic mining on the content of the video comment, and obtain the topic in the 

comment, so as to help the company to better carry out publicity activities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

With the development of the times, the publicity methods of enterprises have also undergone earth-

shaking changes. Especially with the rise of the mobile Internet, the propaganda position of enterprises has also 

changed, from the original one-way transmission of television, radio, and newspapers, to self-media platforms 
such as Weibo and WeChat official accounts. The change of the propaganda platform also means the change of 

propaganda methods (Zaki and McColl-Kennedy, 2020). The company has transformed from a single 

information sender to an interactor who constantly communicates with consumers. Timely interaction with 

consumers helps companies better shape their own image and expand their influence (Yang et al., 2020). Among 

them, Durex is the leader in Weibo platform operations. With the popularization of mobile devices, lower 

tariffs, and faster Internet speeds, watching videos has become a way for most people to perform leisure and 

entertainment. The corporate propaganda position is also expanding toward video platforms such as Bilibili (B 

Station). 

Bilibili was founded in 2009. It was originally an animation video website founded by anime 

enthusiasts, and has gradually grown into a larger UGC video website in China. Judging from the financial 

report for the first quarter of 2021, the average monthly active users of B station has exceeded 220 million, the 

average daily active users are 60.1 million, and the average daily usage time of users is as high as 82 minutes. 
From the perspective of age, the average age of users at B station is around 21, and the average age of new users 

is around 20. Therefore, how to use B station to promote the company's products and image has become a 

difficult problem faced by the company. 

Many companies entered the B station early, but due to various reasons, few companies created popular 

videos, so it is difficult to achieve the purpose of publicity. Most of their video views are not high, and the 

number of comments is very few. Compared with professional video uploaders, the gap is huge. The video 

recommendation mechanism of B station is closely related to the interactivity of the video, and video comments 

play an important role in it. Therefore, it is particularly important to study the comments of the video. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic last year, a video uploaded by Dingtalk on B station reached tens of 

millions of views. This video helped Dingtalk achieve promotion and rapid expansion in the office software 

market. Based on this video of Dingtalk, this research uses LDA topic modeling method to extract the topic of 
the comment content, so as to study the user comments. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1 Comments 

Consumers’ engagement to social media is usually measured by consumers’ likes, shares, and 

comments. Peters et al. (2013) used reviews as part of their theoretical framework to assess the level of 

consumer brand promise. The research of De Vries et al. (2012) found that comments on brand posts reflect the 

popularity of the brand. In addition, posts that brands interact with can increase the number of comments. Some 

foreign scholars have conducted a series of studies on Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and their comments (Kwok 

and Yu, 2013; Alboqami et al., 2015). 

Research on comments also tends to focus on the driving factors of comments (Li et al., 2019; 

Proserpio et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2021). The article by Rooderkerk and Pauwels (2016) examines the impact of 
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comment length, readability, and whether it is a question on users’ comments on LinkedIn. Chandrasekaran et 

al. (2019) researched whether Facebook posts include links, photos, videos, and the information, entertainment, 

rewards, and social effects of the posts themselves on comments. Similarly, Barreto and Ramalho (2019) studied 
the influence of involvement and information on user comments. 

Through literature review, it can be seen that most of the current research focuses on foreign-specific 

applications (Zhang, 2019; Chakraborty et al., 2021; Narang et al., 2021). While there are relatively few related 

applied researches on China, especially the research on B station comments. In these studies on reviews, they 

often only focus on the factors that affect reviews, including information, emotion, and entertainment, as well as 

whether they contain pictures, videos, and links, and most of them ignore the research on the reviews 

themselves (Liu, 2020; Zhong et al., 2020). This research hopes to supplement related fields through the study 

of reviews. 

2.2 LDA Methodology Review 

The topic model is a machine learning algorithm used to discover the main topics in the content of a 

large number of documents (Blei, 2012). Intuitively speaking, fitting topic models on text reviews can be seen 
as a reversal of the process of writing reviews. The topic model picks out word clusters that are often used 

together in comments, and determines the frequency of these words. Researchers can then use these data to 

come up with the most suitable topics for each type of word cluster. The parameters of the fitting probability 

distribution tell us the importance of each topic and the keywords related to each topic, which belongs to the 

probabilistic topic model. One of the specific methods is latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). 

There have been a series of studies using the LDA theme model. Some scholars have used the LDA 

model to collect low-dimensional themes of the phased policy texts of the free trade zone construction to help 

with decision-making research (Toubia et al., 2019); Online negative reviews conduct text mining to explore 

whether online businesses’ requests for positive reviews will affect consumers’ negative reviews (Yang et al., 

2020); Zhang et al.(2019) conduct patent topic identification based on the industry chain perspective. The 

method of LDA topic model has been widely used in various fields of research. 

In this paper, the LDA topic model method is applied to the review text mining of videos played by 
Dingtalk over 10 million. By extracting the theme of the comment text, we can study the audience's comment 

type, so as to help the company understand what kind of content will trigger the audience's stronger willingness 

to comment. 
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type, so as to help the company understand what kind of content will trigger the audience's stronger willingness 

to comment. 

 

III.  METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Data Source 

The data in this study comes from the most viewed videos published by Dingtalk official accounts. The 

total number of views of the video reached 28.7 million, which is one of the most viewed videos among all 

official company accounts at B station. Research on the comments of this video has data collected from 

February 16, 2020 to April 21, 2021, a total of 60,659 comments. Programs are written in python, the content of 

relevant comments is obtained, the data is sorted and cleaned, and a total of 57,257 comments for analysis are 

finally obtained. 
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3.2 Comment Text Topic Mining Model 

The research process is mainly carried out according to the following three steps. ①Collect relevant 

comments at B station to establish the comment text library needed for later analysis; ② Preprocess the text 

data, mainly including using the jieba library in python for text segmentation and removing useless stop words; 

③Use the LDA topic model clusters related review texts, determines the number of topics, and judges different 

topic content according to the determined number of topics. The specific process is shown in Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1: Concordance Score Distribution 

 
 

IV. RESULTS 

Input the processed text content into the LDA topic model. This study uses the LDA function in gensim 

in the python machine learning package for parameter training. Build a model by creating a dictionary and a bag 

of words. Set the reference document alpha to auto, the number of files considered at a time, chunksize to 100, 

and passes to 10. 

The topic model can judge the quality of the topic model through the measurement of model fitting. 

This article changes the number of topics from 2 to 40, which allows us to check the model performance 

between the number of free topics from 2 to 40 (Mimno et al., 2011). The final result is shown in Figure 2. 

When the number of topics is 7, the Coherence Score is the highest, which is 0.487. Therefore, it is confirmed 

that the optimal number of topics is 7. 

Since there are many feature words for each topic extracted through the LDA model, these excessive 
topic feature words are difficult to directly use for analysis, and the LDA topic model itself does not define the 

topic, and it needs feature words for induction. Therefore, this study selects the first 6 feature words related to 

each topic to summarize. The results are shown in Table 1 below: 

 

Table 1: Topics and Feature Words 
 Theme Feature words 

Topic 1 Positive emotion Five star, Cute, Too, Pity, Praise, Happy 

Topic 2 Software function Dingtalk, Software, Teacher, Clock in, Class, Homework 

Topic 3 Official begging Five star, Dingtalk, High opinion, Begging, Study, Software 

Topic 4 Ridicule Official, Anti-addiction, Comments, Ding next time, System, Miserable 

Topic 5 Video text Nice, Dingtalk, Father, Child, Too, Miserable 

Topic 6 Reply to begging Definitely next time, Account, Advice, Dingtalk, Hour, Official 

Topic 7 Negative emotion Dingtalk, Next time, Taken down, No way, Get out, Store 

 

The first topic is the positive emotions of the audience, which is mainly to evaluate the image of 

Dingtalk in the video and its humble attitude, including two emotions of cuteness and pity. In the video, 

Dingtalk asks students not to make negative comments again by begging and uses the anthropomorphic swallow 

image as the main body of the video, so it will produce cute and pitiful comments. 
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The second topic is related to software functions. During the epidemic, DingTalk was used by schools 

for online classes and DingTalk was used for learning. As a result, a series of experience perceptions related to 

student and teacher activities were derived. Therefore, this topic includes teachers, clocking in, class, and 
homework. 

The third topic is related to the background of the release of this video. At that time, Dingtalk as a 

learning software was given negative reviews by students in major application stores, with one-star reviews, 

which caused Dingtalk’s score to continue to decrease. Therefore, the official release the video asks student 

users to give a good review and give a five-star rating. 

The fourth topic is the ridicule of this video. The anti-addiction and the next time Ding are all users' 

ridicules about Dingtalk. Anti-addiction is to hope that Dingtalk can limit the use time just like game software, 

and the next time Ding will be a certain homophony next time in Chinese. The main audience of anti-addiction 

is students, which is consistent with the cognition of the student group. In B Station, the "Geng Culture(Meme)" 

prevails, and the homophonic Geng is also widely loved. 

The fifth topic is the evaluation of the video content. Father, child, miserable are all lyrics that appear 
in the video. The lyrics of the entire video are witty and humorous, using "father" to address the audience, using 

"child" and "miserable" to refer to the Dingtalk itself, which will be widely repeated in the comments. 

The sixth topic is the response to the official rbegging for praise, including keywords such as next time, 

advice, etc. The video content sent a five-star praise request to the audience. Some audiences will seriously 

make advices based on the existing experience, while some audiences will respond to the request by saying the 

popular "next time" slogan in B station. 

The seventh topic is purely negative emotions. Key words such as taken down, no way, and get out all 

reflect the relatively negative attitude of the audience towards the DingTalk software. During the epidemic, most 

students are on vacation and are psychologically dissatisfied with online teaching. Therefore, they will also have 

great dissatisfaction with related software. 

 

V. RESULTS 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on a user comment text data set of tens of millions of videos played on Dingtalk, this article 

analyzes the user comments of the video through text mining, uses the LDA model to identify the topic of user 

comments, and reveals the main topics of user comments. The main findings are as follows: video comments 

have 7 topics, namely positive emotions, software function, official begging, ridicule, video text, reply to 

begging, and negative emotions. Summarizing these seven aspects, comments are mainly divided into three 

types: emotional expression, event evaluation and mutual interaction. This requires companies to start from 

these three aspects when conducting publicity, to help them get more comments, so as to achieve the purpose of 

publicity. 

 

5.2 Research contribution 
This research has the following two theoretical contributions. First of all, this article analyzes the topic 

model through the comments of the video, which supplements the field of video communication research. 

Secondly, this article focuses on the official account’s own creation and release of videos and supplements the 

research in the field of corporate publicity. 

This study has the following management practice contribution. First of all, when dealing with negative 

events, companies should actively humorously resolve them, and use new communication tools to quickly carry 

out viral communication, to achieve the purpose of resolving crises and publicizing themselves; Second, when 

using new communication tools, such as a video platform, it must be more in line with the platform's tone. For 

example, at B station, a platform where young people are the main group, you must learn to use some creative 

methods in the platform or some stalks in the platform to create, doing so can often get very good results; Third, 

when companies create videos, they must be able to use event marketing to stimulate audience emotions and at 

the same time issue interactive requests to the audience. Only in this way can the audience's enthusiasm for 
comments be stimulated to the greatest extent. 

 

5.3 Future research 

This article also has certain limitations. First of all, because the video playback volume of the official 

company account is often not high enough, the research object is limited to a single video, and selection bias 

may occur. In the future, I hope to conduct research based on more high-volume videos; The second is the 

processing of the text. On platforms like B station, a large number of emoji and emojis will appear in the 

comment area to express the audience's attitudes and emotions, but there is no effective way to deal with these. 

In the future, I hope to conduct in-depth research on emoticons. 
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In the follow-up research, the latest deep learning technology will be used to improve the accuracy of 

text analysis through natural language processing, and further explore the potential value information in video 

reviews. 
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